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Abstract. This is a tutorial paper on [St]Mungo, a toolchain based
on multiparty session types and their connection to typestates for safe
distributed programming in Java language.
The StMungo (Scribble-to-Mungo) tool is a bridge between multiparty
session types and typestates. StMungo translates a communication pro-
tocol, namely a sequence of sends and receives of messages, given as a
multiparty session type in the Scribble language, into a typestate spec-
ification and a Java API skeleton. The generated API skeleton is then
further extended with the necessary logic, and finally typechecked by
Mungo. The Mungo tool extends Java with (optional) typestate specifi-
cations. A typestate is a state machine specifying a Java object protocol,
namely the permitted sequence of method calls of that object. Mungo
statically typechecks that method calls follow the object’s protocol, as
defined by its typestate specification. Finally, if no errors are reported,
the code is compiled with javac and run as standard Java code.
In this tutorial paper we give an overview of the stages of the [St]Mungo
toolchain, starting from Scribble communication protocols, translating
to Java classes with typestates, and finally to typechecking method calls
with Mungo. We illustrate the [St]Mungo toolchain via a real-world case
study, the HTTP client-server request-response protocol over TCP. Dur-
ing the tutorial session, we will apply [St]Mungo to a range of examples
having increasing complexity, with HTTP being one of them.
Keywords: multiparty session types · typestate · Mungo · StMungo ·
HTTP protocol
1 Introduction
The concept of an application programming interface (API) is central to soft-
ware architecture and implementation. An API is a specification of a collection
of related programming language operations that enable the use of a particular
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kind of functionality. For example, in a typical programming language, the func-
tionality for implementing graphical user interfaces is organised and described
as an API. In an object-oriented language, an API is presented as a collection of
classes, each with methods for a range of related operations. A specific example
is the JavaFX API, which provides graphics and media functionality — in fact
JavaFX is so large that it is better described as a collection of APIs for more
specific purposes, such as media streaming and web rendering.
Nowadays, APIs are not only used to present the library functions of pro-
gramming language implementations. They can also package up the functionality
of distributed services, and be called remotely in networked applications. A sig-
nificant trend is the development and publication of APIs to allow access to
functions that were previously internal to a software application. For example,
the developer of a student records database might publish an API to allow pro-
grammatic access to the data, and this could be used by third-party developers
to produce applications that make use of student records to provide additional
services. This evolution of the API concept has become a key aspect of open
software development and service-oriented system architectures. In a commer-
cial setting it has enabled the birth of an API economy in which the provision
of APIs can be monetised. APIs have thus become a key focus of the software
industry.
Typical methods in an API require parameters, and these can be specified
using standard type-theoretic techniques. In a statically typed language, each
method in an API has its type signature, specifying the types of its param-
eters and the type of any result that it returns. The standard techniques of
typechecking, especially when implemented in an integrated development envi-
ronment (IDE), are e↵ective in supporting programmers to use APIs correctly,
identifying errors during development rather than waiting until the testing phase
when they are much more expensive to correct.
The description of an API as a collection of typed method signatures however,
does not capture any constraints on the sequence in which methods can be
called. For example, an API for working with files requires that a file must be
successfully opened before it can be read or written. After the file has been
closed, it cannot be read or written any more, and the only available method
is open. Another standard example is the Iterator class in Java, in which the
hasNext method must be called (and return true) before the next method can
be called.
Another category of examples arises in APIs for communication, in concur-
rent or distributed systems. Typically the communication within a system is
structured around various communication protocols, each of which specifies a
permitted sequence of messages and the format (type) of each message. An API
whose operations allow sending and receiving of messages in a given protocol has
constraints so that the operation calls follow the protocol specification. These
constraints cannot be expressed purely within the framework of typed method
signatures, more expressive types and type systems are needed. In general, we
can speak of behavioural APIs, a term based on the term behavioural types for
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type systems that specify sequence-related properties involving multiple method
calls.
Two established lines of research are relevant in this context. One is typestates
[42], which is the idea of using static type systems to specify permitted sequences
of method calls. The other is session types [26,44,28], which are type-theoretic
descriptions of communication protocols. The StMungo and Mungo tools are the
result of convergence between these two lines of research [34,35,17,2]. On the one
hand, APIs for communication protocols are clearly a special case of behavioural
APIs in general. On the other hand, transferring the concepts of session types
from process calculi or functional languages to object-oriented languages requires
embedding them in a more general setting that supports typestates. This is
because it is natural to define methods that each perform several communication
steps, and then the original communication protocol (session type) gives rise to
di↵erent, although related, sequencing constraints on the methods.
StMungo is a bridge between session types and typestates, by translating
multiparty session types (MPST) [29] written in the Scribble language [41] into
typestate specifications for Java classes. The key steps are given in the following:
– Scribble is used as a specification language for global protocols (or global
types) describing communication among all involved participants in a com-
munication protocol in a distributed system.
– The Scribble tools are used to validate and project a global type into local
protocols (or local types) for each participant involved.
– StMungo translates Scribble local types into typestate specifications for Java
classes, describing the Java object protocols, namely the permitted sequences
of method calls of an object.
– StMungo also generates an API implementation for each participant, which
follows its typestate specification, described in the previous step.
At this stage we can run the Mungo tool. The key ideas and steps behind
Mungo are given in the following:
– Typestate specifications are expressed as annotations of Java classes, so there
is no change to the language itself.
– Linear typing is used to control aliasing, so that there is no possibility of
inconsistent views of an object’s state.
– The Mungo typechecker checks that method calls are performed following
the object’s protocol, as specified by its associated typestate.
– If Mungo typechecking is successful and no errors are reported, then the
code is compiled with javac and run as standard Java code.
– The Mungo typechecker is formalised inspired by session types theory and
the resulting type system is proved correct via the standard theorems of
progress and subject reduction [34,35].
In the remainder of this tutorial paper we will describe the StMungo § 2 and
Mungo § 3 tools via a real-world case study, the HTTP protocol. In § 4 we give
step-by-step instructions on how to run the tools. In § 5 we discuss related work
and in § 6 we conclude the paper and discuss future work.
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2 StMungo
The StMungo tool is a Java-based transpiler implemented using the ANTLR
v4.5 framework [6]. StMungo acts as a bridge between multiparty session types
and typestate specifications. In particular it is the link between the Scribble
specification language [41,27] and the Mungo tool § 3. StMungo is the first tool
to provide a practical embedding of Scribble multiparty session types into an
object-oriented language with typestates.
In order to better understand the StMungo tool, we need to describe both
the Scribble language and the typestate specifications. Let’s start with Scribble.
The Scribble specification language is an implementation of multiparty ses-
sion types (MPST) [29,41]. Participants in a distributed system communicate
among each other by sending and receiving messages and following a predefined
communication protocol. Such protocol is given as a global protocol (or global
type) in Scribble. The Scribble tools can perform validation and projection of
a global protocol. First, we must check if the specified global protocol is valid,
meaning if it is correct with respect to transmitted data; there are no deadlocks
within the global protocol; there are no un-notified participants for example,
regarding session termination, and so on. These checks follow the MPST the-
ory [29]. Once a global protocol is validated, with Scribble tools we can project
it into local protocols (or local types) for each participant in the system.
The HTTP Protocol Case Study Let us illustrate the notions of global and local
protocols using our HTTP case study. HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) [22]
is the underlying data protocol used by the World Wide Web defining how
messages are formatted and transmitted, and what actions servers and clients
may take in response to various methods, such as GET, PUT or POST. An HTTP
session is a sequence of network request-response transactions, initiated by the
client sending a request over a TCP connection to a particular port of a server.
Upon receiving the request, the server listening on that port sends back a status
line, such as “HTTP/1.1 200 OK”, and a message of its own. The structure of
the request and response messages exchanged is rich and complex, lending itself
to be further specified through session types. Hence, we represent the HTTP
global protocol in the style of Hu [31] where an HTTP request and response are
broken down respectively into sending and receiving a request line – request,
followed by zero or more header-fields – host or usera terminated by a new-line.
This fine grained representation of the protocol is made possible by the message
being broken down via TCP bit streams, in a manner that is transparent to the
parties involved.
The global protocol for HTTP specified in Scribble is given in Listing 1.1.
Line 1 contains the module declaration, made up of an optional package prefix
i.e., http, and the name of the file containing the module, Http. Line 2 contains
a payload type declaration type <java>..., which gives an alias (str) to a
data type (String) from an external language java which can be used in the
payload of a message signature. A module can contain zero or more global protocol
declarations, consisting of a protocol signature (line 4), choices (lines 5 and 27),
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message passing (line 6), and recursion (line 7). Lines 11–46 model a correctly
formatted client request and lines 49–91 a server response.
1 module http.Http;
2 type <java > "java.lang.String" from "rt.jar" as str;
3
4 global protocol Http(role C, role S){
5 choice at C{ // Request
6 request(str) from C to S; //GET / HTTP /1.1
7 rec X{ choice at C{
8 host(str) from C to S;//Host: www.google.co.uk
9 continue X;
10 }or{
11 userA(str) from C to S;//User -Agent :...
12 continue X;
13 }or{
14 acceptT(str) from C to S;// Accept: text/html ...
15 continue X;
16 }or{
17 ... // other header fields
18 body(str) from C to S;
19 }}}
20 // Response
21 httpv(str) from S to C;//HTTP /1.1
22 choice at S{
23 200( str) from S to C;//200 OK
24 }or{
25 404( str) from S to C;//404 Bad Request
26 }
27 rec Y{
28 choice at S{
29 date(str) from S to C;//Date: ...
30 continue Y;
31 }or{
32 server(str) from S to C;// Server :...
33 continue Y;
34 }or{
35 strictTS(str) from S to C;//Strict -Transport -Security
36 continue Y;
37 }or{
38 ...// other header fields
39 body(str) from S to C;
40 }}}
Listing 1.1. HTTP Global Protocol
Using the Scribble tools, we can project the HTTP global protocol onto local
protocols for the server S and the client C. In this tutorial we will focus only
on the client side as we will interact with real-world HTTP servers. The local
protocol for the HTTP client C, given in Listing 1.2, describes the behaviour of
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this role. The _C in the protocol name indicates that C is the local endpoint. For
simplicity, we limit this protocol to the GET command only, with the rest being
represented in a similar manner.
1 ...
2 local protocol Http_C(role C, role S) {
3 choice at C {
4 request(str) to S;
5 rec X { choice at C {
6 host(str) to S;
7 continue X;
8 } or {
9 userA(str) to S;
10 continue X;
11 } or {
12 acceptT(str) to S;
13 continue X;
14 } or {
15 ...// other header fields
16 body(str) to S;
17 }}}
18 httpv(str) from S;
19 choice at S {
20 200( str) from S;
21 } or {
22 404( str) from S;
23 }
24 rec Y { choice at S {
25 date(str) from S;
26 continue Y;
27 } or {
28 server(str) from S;
29 continue Y;
30 } or {
31 strictTS(str) from S;
32 continue Y;
33 } or {
34 ...// other header fields
35 body(str) from S;
36 }}}
Listing 1.2. HTTP Client Protocol
The client can send a request line request (line 4), followed by zero or more
header-fields — host, or userA and so on. The server responds with a line
containing the HTTP version — httpv (line 18) followed by the status of the
request, either — 200 for a found resource, or — 404 for a bad request. The
server can choose zero or more header-fields to follow this message with. The
StMungo tool takes in input a Scribble local protocol for a role and translates it
into a typestate specification for a Java API skeleton. This translation is based
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on the principle that each role in the multiparty session communication follow-
ing its local protocol, can be abstracted as a Java class following its typestate
specification. A typestate is a state machine defining the permitted sequence of
method calls of a Java object, thus defining the object’s protocol.
The HTTP Protocol Case Study (Continued) Running StMungo on the HTTP
client protocol Listing 1.2 produces the following files, where C at the beginning
of each file name stands for client.
1. CProtocol.protocol: the typestate specification representing the HTTP
client’s local protocol. The send and receive operations are translated as
Java methods (Listing 1.3 below in this section).
2. CRole.java: the Java API implementing the HTTP client. This class imple-
ments the typestate CProtocol over Java sockets (Listing 1.4, § 3).
3. CMain.java: this can be an optional file. It gives a minimum logic of the
client CRole and provides a main() method (Listing 1.5, § 3).
The typestate specification CProtocol.protocol for the HTTP client is
given in Listing 1.3.
1 typestate CProtocol {
2 State0 = {void send_REQUESTToS (): State1}
3 State1 = {void send_requestStrToS(String): State2}
4 State2 = {void send_HOSTToS (): State3 ,
5 void send_USERAToS (): State4 ,
6 void send_ACCEPTTToS (): State5 ,
7 ... //send other labels
8 void send_BODYToS (): State12}
9 State3 = {void send_hostStrToS(String): State2}
10 State4 = {void send_userAStrToS(String): State2}
11 ... //send other main messages
12 State12 = {void send_bodyStrToS(String): State13}
13 State13 = {String receive_httpvStrFromS (): State14}
14 State14 = {Choice1 receive_Choice1LabelFromS ():
15 <_200: State15 , _404: State16 >}
16 State15 = {String receive_200StrFromS (): State17}
17 State16 = {String receive_404StrFromS (): State17}
18 State17 = {Choice2 receive_Choice2LabelFromS ():
19 <DATE: State18 , SERVER: State19 ,
20 STRICTTS: State20 , ..., BODY: State28 >}
21 State18 = {String receive_dateStrFromS (): State17}
22 State19 = {String receive_serverStrFromS (): State17}
23 State20 = {String receive_strictTSStrFromS (): State17}
24 ...
25 State28 = {String receive_BODYStrFromS (): end}}
Listing 1.3. Typestate Specification
A typestate is a state machine (Fig. 1) with states labelled State0 (initial
state), State1, State2 . . . Each state o↵ers a set of methods that must be a













































Fig. 1. State machine for CProtocol
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subset of the methods defined by the class; each method specifies a transition to
a successor state, such that when called at runtime allows the object to change
state as specified by its typestate.
The send and receive operations given in the client’s local protocol are trans-
lated as typestate methods in CProtocol.protocol. For example, the message
request(str) to S (line 4, Listing 1.2) where the client sends a request mes-
sage of type str to the server, is translated as two method calls due to for-
matting and parsing (lines 2–3 in Listing 1.3). Calling the first method void
send_REQUESTToS() specifying the method and calling the second method void
send_requestStrToS(String) requests the rest of the message of type String
(further details in § 3).
We will comment on the other two files CRole.java and CMain.java in § 3.
3 Mungo
The Mungo tool is a Java front-end tool used to statically typecheck typestate
specifications for Java classes. The tool is implemented in Java using the ExtendJ
framework [25,38], a meta-compiler based on reference attribute grammars.
Mungo extends a Java class with a typestate specification, which is saved in a
separate file (such as CProtocol.protocol in § 2) and is attached to a Java class
using the annotation @Typestate("ProtocolName"), where "ProtocolName"
names the file where the typestate is defined. The typestate inference algorithm
given by the formalisation of the Mungo tool in [34,35] constructs the sequences
of methods called on all objects associated with a typestate, and then checks
if the inferred typestate is a subtype of the object’s declared typestate. The
formalisation of the typestate inference system and its soundness properties are
beyond the scope of this paper and the reader is referred to [34,35].
Source files are typechecked in two phases: first, according to the standard
Java type system, and then to the typestate type system via Mungo. The source
files can then be compiled using standard javac and executed in the standard
Java runtime environment.
The typestate specification generated from StMungo together with the Mungo
typechecker can guide the user in the design and development of distributed mul-
tiparty communication-based systems with guarantees of communication safety
and soundness.
We will now describe the use of Mungo via our running example, the HTTP
protocol, and in particular we will do so by commenting on the last two files
CRole.java and CMain.java generated by StMungo for the HTTP client C.
The HTTP Protocol Case Study (Continued) The HTTP client API is given
by Listing 1.4 annotated by the typestate CProtocol, defined in Listing 1.3.
Lines 3–9 define the client’s constructor where the connection phase over Java
sockets takes place. The rest of CRole contains a minimal implementation of the
methods specified in the typestate CProtocol. The methods for sending and
receiving messages contain basic formatting and parsing, which can be further
improved by the programmer.
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1 @Typestate("CProtocol")
2 public class CRole {
3 public CRole () { ...//Bind the sockets and accept a client
connection
4 try { // Create the read and write streams
5 socketSIn = new BufferedReader (...);
6 socketSOut = new PrintWriter (...);}
7 catch (IOException e) {...}}
8 public void send_REQUESTToS (){this.socketSOut.print("GET")
;}
9 public void send_requestStrToS(String payload){this.
socketSOut.println(payload);}
10 ... // Define all other send methods in CProtocol
11 public String receive_httpvStrFromS ()() {
12 String line = "";
13 try {line = this.socketSIn.readLine ();}
14 catch (IOException e) {...}
15 return line;}
16 public Choice1 receive_Choice1LabelFromS () {
17 try {stringLabelChoice1 = this.socketSIn.readLine ();}
18 catch (IOException e) {...}





24 return Choice1._404 ;}}
25 public String receive_200StrFromS () {
26 String line = "";
27 try {line = this.socketSIn.readLine ();}
28 catch (IOException e) {...}
29 return line;}
30 public String receive_404StrFromS () {
31 String line = "";
32 try {line = this.socketSIn.readLine ();}
33 catch (IOException e) {...}
34 return line;}
35 .../* Define all other receive methods in CProtocol */}}}
Listing 1.4. Client API
Lines 8–9 define the two methods for sending the initial, mandatory, request
line — send_REQUESTToS (for the method, i.e.“GET”) and send_requestStrToS
(for the rest of the message). Lines 11–34 define methods for receiving the first
line in a response, composed of the HTTP version — receive_httpvStrFrom
and the status. The method in line 16 Choice1 receive_Choice1LabelFromS
captures the status. This method returns a Choice1 type, which is an enumer-
ated type defined as:
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1 enum Choice1 {_200 , _404;}
For each choice there is an enumerated type, named by StMungo according to
the position of the choice in the sequence of choices within the local protocol.
The values of the enumerated type are the names of the first message in each
branch of the choice, for example for Choice1 they are _200 or _400. Thus, the
method receive_Choice1LabelFromS receives a message which represents one
of the two status codes, and it returns the corresponding enum value.
Let’s move now onto the CMain.java given in Listing 1.5. CMain.java con-
tains a minimal implementation of the client endpoint using the CRole class to
communicate with the server endpoint. Below we give the main method, omit-
ting any auxiliary methods generated by StMungo. The code is modified from
the generated version by adding the request and host messages needed to request
the home page from www.google.co.uk.
1 public static void main(String [] args) {
2 CRole currentC = new CRole();
3 String sread = // input REQUEST
4 if ("REQUEST".equals(sread)) {
5 currentC.send_REQUESTToS ();
6 currentC.send_requestStrToS("/ HTTP /1.1");
7 _X: do { sread = //input header choice










18 }} while (true);}
19 currentC.receive_httpvStrFromS ();












32 ... // other cases corresponding to the header fields
33 case BODY:
34 currentC.receive_bodyStrFromS ();
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35 break _Y;}
36 } while (true);}
Listing 1.5. Client Implementation
In line 2 we create a new HTTP client, currentC, and proceed by showing the
code for a small correctly formatted request, with the initial, mandatory request
line messages being sent first (lines 5–6); then among the recursive choice cases
we show the code for sending the the host field (lines 10–11), before concluding
the request by an empty body (lines 15-16). Then currentC will receive the
response status line (lines 19–26) followed by recursive choice cases for the fields
to be received from the server (lines 27–36).
To ensure that methods of the protocol are called in a valid sequence and
that all possible responses are handled, the CMain implementation is checked
by computing the sequences of method calls that are made on the currentC
object, inferring the minimal typestate specification that allows them, and then
comparing it with the specification declared in CProtocol.
4 How to run [St]Mungo: a step-by-step tutorial
Scribble ProjectionScribble Global Protocol
StMungo translationScribble Local Protocol





The tools together with the HTTP example and further examples can be
obtained from the [St]Mungo repository [1].
The tools come prebuilt and ready to use as runnable jar files: stmungo.jar
and mungo.jar. In the same repository we also provide the latest release —
0.4.3, of the command line tool for Scribble.
We show how to use these tools via the HTTP example, assuming the root
folder of the repository linked above.
To run the Scribble tool on the global protocol for validation only: ./scribble
-0.4.3/scribblec.sh demos/http/Http.scr
To run the Scribble tool on the global protocol and project the client role:
./scribble-0.4.3/scribblec.sh demos/http/Http.scr -project http C
To run StMungo and obtain the Java prototype implementation: java -jar
stmungo.jar demos/http/Http_C.scr
To run Mungo: java -jar mungo.jar demos/http/CMain.java
Finally, if no errors are reported, the code can be compiled with javac and
run as standard Java code.
5 Related Work
There is a huge and growing literature on session types and other forms of
behavioural types, going back to the original papers on binary session types
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[26,28,44] and multiparty session types [29,30]. The BETTY project1 produced
three survey articles: one on foundations of behavioural types [33], one on be-
havioural types and security [13] and one on behavioural types in programming
languages [5]. The project also produced a book [24] describing implementations
of programming languages and tools based on behavioural types. The ABCD
project2 has produced a list of implementations of session types in programming
languages.
Since the introduction of typestate [42], there have been several projects to
add the concept to practical programming languages. Vault [18,21] is an exten-
sion of C, and Fugue [19] applies similar ideas to C#. Plural [10] is based on
Java and has been used to study access control systems [9] and transactional
memory [8], and to evaluate the e↵ectiveness of typestate in Java APIs [10].
Sing# [20] is an extension of C# which was used to implement Singularity, an
operating system based on message-passing. It incorporates typestate-like con-
tracts, which are a form of session type, to specify protocols. Bono et al. [12]
have formalised a core calculus based on Sing# and proved type safety.
The Plaid programming language [3,43] proposes a new paradigm of typestate-
oriented programming. Instead of class definitions, a program consists of state
definitions containing methods that cause transitions to other states. Transi-
tions are specified in a similar way to Plural’s pre- and post-conditions. Like
classes, states are organised into an inheritance hierarchy. Recent work [23,45]
uses gradual typing to integrate static and dynamic typestate checking.
Bodden and Hendren [11] developed the Clara framework, which combines
static typestate analysis with runtime monitoring. The monitoring is based on
the trace matches approach [4], using regular expressions to define allowed se-
quences of method calls. The static analysis attempts to remove the need for
runtime monitoring, but if this is not possible, the runtime monitor is optimised.
A challenge in typestate systems is aliasing. State changes to a given object
must be reflected in all references that point to that object, otherwise inconsis-
tency can result in violations of type safety. The literature includes several ap-
proaches to alias control. Some work, including ours, uses linear typing to forbid
aliasing completely. The adoption and focus approach of Vault and Fugue, and
the permission-based approaches of Plural and Plaid, are more flexible. Militão
et al. [36] present an expressive fine-grained system. Crafa and Padovani [16,40]
present an approach to concurrent typestate-oriented programming, allowing
objects to be accessed and modified concurrently by several processes, each po-
tentially changing only part of their state. Some work [32,39] combines static
checking of typestate (or session type) properties with dynamic monitoring of
(non-)aliasing properties. Balzer et al. [7] augment session types with points at
which locks need to be acquired in order to perform state-changing operations;
this approach has not yet been applied to a typestate system.
1 COST Action IC1201: Behavioural Types for Reliable Large-Scale Software Systems
(BETTY), www.behavioural-types.eu
2 EPSRC EP/K034413/1 From Data Types to Session Types: A Basis for Concurrency
and Distribution (ABCD), groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/abcd/
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There is relatively little work combining behavioural types and typestate in
the way that Mungo and StMungo do. The only other research we are aware of
is the API generation approach of Hu [31]. The idea is to translate a Scribble
protocol into a collection of classes for a standard language such as Java [32],
F# [37] or Go [15]. Each class represents a particular state in a protocol, with the
methods available in that state. Each method returns the object on which it was
called, but with a di↵erent class corresponding to the new state of the object.
Because each state has its own class, standard IDEs can show the programmer
which methods are available; however, for a complex protocol there can be a large
number of classes. Runtime monitoring is used to check absence of aliasing.
For this tutorial we have used an example based on a standard internet
protocol, HTTP. In previous work with Mungo and StMungo we have analysed
SMTP [34,35] and POP3 [17]. Hu et al. also use SMTP [32,37] and HTTP [31]
as case studies.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a tutorial on using the [St]Mungo toolchain for static type-
checking of a communication protocols. StMungo connects the Scribble specifica-
tion language, used to define communication protocols, to Mungo by translating
multiparty session types into typestate specifications. Mungo extends Java with
typestate specifications, which annotate classes and define the permitted se-
quence of method calls of Java objects. We illustrate the workflow of both tools
through implementing a substantial case study, an HTTP client. We use this
client to communicate with a real-world server, the www.google.co.uk server.
While the toolchain is e↵ective for statically typechecking the correct imple-
mentation of communication protocols, we intend to further improve its features
for distributed programming in Java. On the StMungo side, we will keep it up
to date with any changes in the Scribble specification language. On the Mungo
side, we aim to o↵er static typechecking of generics and exceptions. To support
generics, method calls on an object whose type is a generic parameter must be
typechecked against the typestate specification of the parameter’s upper bound.
To support typechecking of exception handlers, typestate specifications must de-
fine the state transitions corresponding to exceptions, and check the transitions
are consistent with the states of fields at the point where an exception is thrown.
While existing work on exceptions in session types [14] provides inspiration, the
complexities of Java’s exception mechanism need to be accounted for as well.
Another aim is to improve Mungo’s error messages to better allow debugging.
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